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J. H. Bonner
8C Sons

The Highest Standard
of Excellence in Quality
and Service"That's Our Guarantee"

77 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL PROGRESS

Manufacturers
BAND SAWN HARDWOOD LUMBER
Bank of Commerce Bldg.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Van Vleet-Mansfield
Drug Company
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Saving Wins !
Save Fuel for
your Nation

RED SIAL

Boost M e m p h i s
MAINTAIN SOUTHERN
PROSPERITY
AND
HELP WIN THE WAR
BY USING

Save Money
for yourself
^ADNSDEAL

CHARCOAL

In Kitchen and -Laundry

A°sacknts

At Any Grocery

FOREST PRODUCTS CHEMICAL CO.
Memphis, Tenn.

NOTHING JUST AS GOOD

Chamber ol Commerce Journal Index and Directory of Manufacturers, Merchants, Brokers and Dealers
OF MEMPHIS, TENN., U. S. A.
YOU CAN GET ANYTHING YOU WANT IN MEMPHIS
ACCOUNTANTS - AUDITORS.
Oliver P. Cobb & Co., 924-26 Bank of Commerce Bldg.
Certified Public Accountants, Auditors, Systemtizers and Income Tax Specialists.
ALCOHOL.
Forest Products Chemical Co.
Distillers of Hardwoods, Manufacturers of Wood
Alcohol, Creosote, Charcoal.
Van Vleet-Mansfield Drug Co.
Manufacturers Jobbers and wholesale dealers of
Drugs and Chemicals and chemist supplies and
apparatus.
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
Gwinner-Mercere Co., 191 Madison Ave.' •
Dealers in Artificial Limbs, Trusses, Crutches,
Orthopaedic Apparatus, etc.
AUTO ACCESSORIES
AUTOMOBILES
Memphis Motor Car Co. 987 Union Avenue.
Hudson and Saxon Motor Cars.
Graham-Merrin Co., Ford Agents.
AUTOMOBILE OILS
Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana.
Mfg. and Wholesale Dealers Lubricating Oils for
all purposes.
AUTOMOBILE TIRES.
AUTO SUPPLIES.
Memphis Auto Supply Co., 2nd St. at Monroe ave..
Tires, Oils, Gasoline, Accessories.
AUTOMOBILE TOPS (Manufacturers)
J. G. Stone-Croce Auto Top Co., 409-11 Monroe Ave.
Mfg. Tops to order, Upholstering, Seat and Dust
Covers.
AUTOMOBILE WHEELS (Manufacturers)
Kelsey Wheel Co., N. 2nd st. and I. C. R. R.
Manufacturers, automobile wheels, rims and
spokes.
Pioneer Pole and Shaft Co., Rayburn and McLemore
Avenues.
Mfg. Auto Rims and Spokes, Carriage and Wagon
Shafts.
BAGS (Manufacturers)
Memphis Bag Co., Carolina Ave. and Main St.
Manufacturers of Cotton and Burlap Bags. Imp.
and Jobbers of Burlaps.
BATHS.
Chisca Treatment Rooms, Turkish and other Baths.
BEDS.
Rose Spring and Mattress Co.
Manufacturers of Spring Beds, Cots, Pillows.
Mattresses, etc.
BELTING (Manufacturers)
Bonner Belting Co., 106 N. Front St.
Manufacturers and Renovators of Leather Belting.
BOXES.
Anderson-Tully Co., Cable Address VENEERS.
Manufacturers of Packing Boxes, Egg Cases
Hardwood Lumber and Veneers.
BRICK.
BUILDING MATERIAL (Manufacturers)
Cole Manufacturing Co., 789 S. Fourth Street.
Manufacturers of Sash, Doors, and Mill Work.
BUSINESS COLLEGES.
Macon & Andrews Colleges, Union and Main.
Prepare for Practical Business.
CARS (Railway and Special)
American Car and Foundry Co., Manufacturers.
Standard R. R., Logging and Cane Cars, Storage
Tanks.
COOKING OILS.
Phoenix Oil Company.
Manufacturers of Phoenix Shortening.
CONDIMENTS.
D. Canale & Co., Manufacturers.
"Canale Italian Gravy."
COTTON (Factors))
Roberts, Carter & Co.
Cable Address ''Roberts" Memphis, Tenn.

COTTON—Factors.
Sledge & Norfleet Co., 107-109 S. Front Street.
Cotton Factors.
COTTON GOODS (Manufacturers)

DOORS.

Cole Manufacturing Co., Wholesale Only.
Manufacturers Sash, Doors and Mill Work.

DYERS.

National Cleaners, Vance Ave. and So. Third St.
Cleaners and Dyers.
ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Electric Supply Co.
Wholesale Electrical Apparatus and Supplies.

FANS.

Electric Fan Motors Co.
Owners and Operators of the Taxi-Fan.

FEEDS.

Cole, Mclntire - Norfleet Co.
Mfg. Htorse, Dairy and Poultry Feeds.

FLOUR.

Centennial Mill Co., Main and Georgia Streets.
Blenders and Distributors iof Flour also manufac
turers of Self Rising Flour.
INSURANCE.
Boiling, Sibley, Gen. Agt.
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
LUMBER.
J. H. Bonner & Sons, Bank of Commerce Bldg.
Manufacturers Band Sawn Hardwood Lumber.
The Mossman Lumber Co.
Manufacturers Band Sawn Hardwood Lumber
and Dimension Stock.
Anderson - Tully Co., Cable Address "Veneers"
Manufacturers of Hardwood Lumber, Veneers,
Egg Cases and Packing Boxes.
OILS—Lubricating.
Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana.
Mfg. of Lubricating Oils and Greases.
OIL—Cotton Seed.
De Soto Oil Co.
Manufacturers of Cotton Seed Oil, Oil Cake, etc.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
C. H. Poland, 150 South Main Street.
Commercial Photography, Portrait Photography.
Moving Picture Slides.
PIANOS.
O. K. Houck Piano Co. 103 S. Main St.
Pianos — Pianolas — Victrolas.

PLOWS.

Oliver Chilled Plow Works.
Manufacturers Crop Producing Tools.
ROOFING.
Jones Bros. & Co., 198-200 Poplar Ave.
Metal Roofs and Piping.
Pidgeon-Thomas Iron Co.
Roofing Materials — Wholesale and Retail

SEALS.

Ellis Seal & Stamp Co., Front and Union Sts.
Manufacturers of Seals, Stencils and Rubber

TAILORS!'"11

S. E. Ridgely & Co., 113 Madison Avenue.
Tailors — Drapers.
TRACTORS.
„
TT .
Murphy Machinery & Equipment Co., 482-84 Union
Agents Allis Chalmers Farm Tractors, Kerosene
or Gasoline.
Graham-Merrin Co., 366 Madison Ave.
Agents Ford Tractors.

WAREHOUSEMEN.

Memphis Municipal River and Rail Terminals.
Package Terminals and Warehouses foot of Geor
gia Street.
WATER CO.
Memphis Artesian Water Co.
Owned and Operated by City of Memphis, Uttices Goodwyn Institute. .
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RECONSTRUCTION A S oil? £££"E
By L. K. SALSBURY, President of the Chamber of Commerce
destiny of us all, right has pre
vailed.
In order to enjoy the fruits of
the victory of right, we have be
fore us some of the most momen
tous and stupendous questions to
solve that the world has ever
known, and it will require great
patience, constant effort, and en
deavor on the part of us all to
solve these problems in an hon
orable, fair and conscientious
manner.
The great question of labor and •
capital is ever before us, and not
only must men who direct capi
tal carefully consider the ques
tion of labor and pursue a policy
in their business that "Labor is
worthy of its hire," but also on
the other hand, labor must re
member that capital has its
rights, and those rights should
be respected.
The agitation of eight hours a
day for labor is an unwise one
It is unfair to the laboring man tu
say that he shall only work eight
hours a day. It is a well settled
fact that "idleness is the devil's
work shop," and no man can suc
ceed, whether he be great or small
in working eight hours a day and
spending the other sixteen nonproductively.
No man that directs capital
and no man that has capital can
possibly keep what he has, or ac
cumulate more, by workng eight
hours a day.
However, we must remember

Plant of Lee Lumber Co., Memphis.
SOME FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT MEMPHIS
Memphis is a city of magnificent parks and boule
vards. Climate most equable in the temperate zone.
A favorite convention city—seldom without one in
session.
Twelve hundred acres in improved parks. Fair
grounds containing 111 acres.
Two municipal public golf links also two Country
Clubs, with links.
Memphis has 180 miles of beautiful paved thorough
fares.
Eight hundred miles standard macadam and bitumi
nous county turnpikes, having more improved mileage than
any other county in the United States.
The largest free zoological garden in the United
States.
Pure water, supplied by the largest artesian water
system in the world.
United States aviation school.
Twenty-four miles of Speedway Boulevards connect
ing parks.
Located on river bluff, 50 feet above highest water
mark.
Memphis has 160 churches. Superior educational ad
vantages. Three departments of the University of Ten
nessee, Tennessee State Normal School, business colleges,
high schools, vocational schools, art galleries, libraries and
museums, free public circulating library (Cossitt) with
15 branches. Endowed (Goodwyn) institute, with audi
torium and reference library. Its free lyceum lecture
course attracts the world's leading artists, thinkers, men
and women of letters.
River and rail distributing facilities.. Eleven trunk
railroads, with low freight rates in and out.
Thirty-two foreign railroads and freight offices.
On Mississippi river, with perpetual deep water navi
gation.
A sewerage system used by cities as a model literally
all over the world.
Greatest mule and live stock market in the South,
with modern stock pens.
Ten days' stop-over privileges on all through railroad
tickets.
Largest cotton market in America, handling every
year approximately 1,000,000 bales.
Foreign exports aggregate approximately $100,000,000
yearly, including three-quarters of a million bales of cot
ton and 5,000 cars of lumber.
Home of thenvorld's largest well water developers.
The largest hardwood producing lumber market in

the world. Output of Memphis lumber concerns 1,000,000
feet daily.
Memphis has the largest wholesale dry goods house
in the south.
The largest producer of cotton seed products in the
world.
The government's port of entry for State of Tennessee,
The home port of 175 boats navigating the Mississippi
river and its tributaries.
One of the largest grocery jobbing markets in the
world, doing over $25,000,000 annually.
The cheapest cash retail grocery market in America.
One can buy more groceries for the same amount of
money in Memphis than elsewhere.
Trade center for the wonderful Mississippi Delta, the
St. Francis Basin and their rich alluvial lands.
Located in most rapidly developing agricultural terri
tory.
Home of first successful Farm Development Bureau.
Commission form of government.
Growing steadily in population and wealth. Each
year is the best year.
Two belt lines, affording factory and industrial sites
within Memphis switching limits, with municipally con
trolled interchange switching.
Offers the greatest advantages to foreign factories for
storage and for distribution of goods.
There are more than 800 manufacturing industries.
One factory turns out yearly one and one-quarter million
automobile wheels.
Two bridges crossing the Mississippi river, one with
free wagonway.
Only bridges crossing the Mississippi river south of
the Ohio river.
Large furniture distributing center.
Seventeen banks and trust companies, with $65,000,000 deposits.
The best and most influential newspapers in the South
are in Memphis.
Memphis is the healthiest city in the South, having
one of the lowest death rates in the United States.
Memphis has the longest "White Way" in the South.
Memphis has 125 miles of street railway.
Memphis has magnificent public buildings, among
them the most artistic Court House in the United States.
One of the largest Y. M. C. A. organizations in
the South.
Nine feed mills manufacturing more feed than is
made in any other city in the United States.

that it is unwise for capital to
feel that labor is a serf; on the
other hand, it is unwise for labor
to feel that capital is a menace—
neither can succeed without the
other.
In this great reconstruction
period there never was a time
when there was a necessity for
efficiency and economy as great
as at the present.
Efficiency must be the watch
word. We will soon have back
with us our young men, in the
full strength and vigor of their
manhood, and we must teach
them efficiency and economy. We
must point their labors to build
ing better and greater things; to
re-habilitating the world. We
must teach them economy to
make up the loss that has been
brought upon us by this most un
holy war. We must guide them
in the pathway of truth, honesty,
and up-rightness. We must teach
them that there are better things
in life than strife. We must de
velop the good in each and every
one of them, and blot out of their
minds the horors of the past; we
must hold with them to the great
lesson of this War—that the path
way of righteousness is far more
acceptable than the pathway of
might; and there is o nly one road
to success, that is to work, to
save, be truthful, and honest, and
remember the lesson of the Sav
ior—be forgiving.

Southern Equipment Co.

Inc.

MANUFACTURERS — DEALERS

L, K. Salsbury

For over four years the world
has been in one of the greatest
conflicts in the history of man. It
has been the question of might
against right; and thanks to the
All-Wise One that directs the

EXCAVATING MACHINERY aAd CONTRACTORS
EQUIPMENT.
Drag Lines, Log Loaders, Skidders,
Locomotives, Dredges, Etc.

Complete Machine Repair Shop
Office and Works: New South Memphis—Tel. Walnut 132
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WHEN WEWERE BORN
By JUDGE JAMES M. GREER, One of the Founders ot the Chamber of Commerce
In February, 1900, some eighty
leading business men of Memphis ar
ranged an excursion through Ark
ansas, the Indian Territory and Oklaho,ma.

replied, "I have had no difficulty
heretofore in doing so"!
In Oklahoma City we found a busi
ness organization where the mer
chants, the lawyers, doctors and

printers in fact all citizens had or
ganized themselves together for the
advancement and improvement of
their town. It was so enthusiastic
(Continued on page 374)

These men were the foremost
wholesalers, manufacturers, and bank
ers of our city. A train was made up
of Pullman sleepers, with a dining
car, and a car devoted to the carry
ing and distribution of beer, other
spirits and even champagne. There
was no prohibition or drunkenness
aboard our train.
Harry J. Forsdick was naturally
the director of this expedition, and
Harry J. Towner, with his strong
common sense and fine business
judgment, was his assistant.
We carried our "vittels" aboard the
train, and we had Fritz Aehle to con
trol our spiritual distribution.
We went through Arkansas, we
crossed Oklahoma territory, as it then
wias; through the Indian Territory
(here our refreshment car, under the
laws of the United States, was closed)
into the beautiful prairie region. Only
one lawyer was aboard. Think of
it! In Oklahoma City, which was
found to have been largely settled
and inhabited by Tennesseans, he
tpld them of how Tennessee was
their "Pa." Oklahoma City was then
in mud, but it gave the promise of
the paved and prosperous city which
it became. Through its Mayor, Van
Winkle, we were welqomed with a
cordiality that those of us who re
main will remember always. Away
from this city, which on its very
threshold called itself a metropolis,
we went to the then terminus of the
Rock Island road, Weatherford City,
and there met the Tone Indian, still
in a "blanket" stage, and went some
distance out to his tepees, where we
realized his Tack of appreciation for
a bath, except when the waiter was
warmed by nature in the good* old
summer time. Many of the Aborigi
nes were gathered in the square of
the then small town; most of whom
did not speak the English language.
We were ,much amused over Mr.
Forsdick addressing a chief, whose
squaw stood near with the query:
"Do you speak English, do you talk

United States." to which the squaw

New Banking Institutions for Memphis
Two Joint Stock Land Banks Organized and Chartered Under Federal Farm Loan System.—Will Bring New
Money to Memphis Territory and Reduce Interest Rates to Farmers.
By JOHN A. OSOINACH.
Two institutions were chartered
last August, both having headquar
ters in Memphis, which promise rev
olutionary developments in credit
conditions for farmers in the Mem
phis territory.
They are the Arkansas Joint Stock
Land Bank and the Mississippi Joint
Slock Land Bank of Memphis, Tenn.
They were chartered by the Federal
Farm Loan Board of Washington, D.
C.
Each 'Oif these banks is capitalized
at $350,000, and, under the provisions
of the Farm Loan Act, can lend fif
teen times the amount of its capital
stock, or $3,750,000. In other words,
$7,500,000 of new money will be loan
ed to farmers in the country surroun
ding Memphis, and when that is done,
the banks can double their capital,
and repeat the process. It is an end
less chain, with opportunities for ex
pansion limited only by the resour
ces of the boundlessly rich territory
in which the banks will operate.

Issue Bonds.

JUDGE JAMES M. GREER
One of the Founders of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce.
Judge Greer is the lawyer who officiated as the
Mayor of Jonesboro in the incident described
in the accompanying article. He is
one of Memphis' best known law
yers) and one of her most
esteemed citizens.
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These Joint Stock Land Banks
hlave the privilege of issuing bonds,
usually in amounts of $100,000, such
issues being approved by the Farm
Loan Board, and the Capital Issues
Committee- These bonds are recog
nized as a gilt-edged investment. In
addition to approval by the Farm
Loan Bobrd, they are secured by
first mortgages on farm lands. Thfe
loan cannot be fior more than half
the appraised value of the land, and
the appraisements are made by Gov
ernment appraisers . and passed by
Government examiners working in
the Farm Loan Bureau at Washing
ton. There is no chance of loss.
Loans already made by Federal
and Joint Stock Land Banks in all
parts of the country exceed two hun
dred million dollars, and one hun
dred and fifty million dollars worth
of Farm Loan and Joint Stock Bonds
have been issued.

Reduces Interest Rate.
The Farm Loan Act further pro
vides that the interest charged the
farmer cannot exceed the interest
paid by the banks on their bonds by
more than one per cent. The bonds
of the Memphis institutions will bear

5% and their loians will be made at
6%. Not only does this mean cheap
er loans for farmers from these two
institutions, but the very fact that
such money is available will cause all
farm loan rates to be gradually low
ered.

One of the great advantages of such
business to the Memphis territory is
found in the richness of the farming
lands hereabout. The Federal Land
Banks cannot make loans amounting
to more than $10,000. That means
(Gontinued on page 373)
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Farm Development Bureau Reorganized
Dr. Lloyd Chosen as Director to Succeed Cottrell.
By W. H. HAYLEY, Acting Secre
tary of the Chamber of Commerce.
That the members of the Chamber
of Commerce are determined thiait the
Farm Development Bureau's work
shall be maintained in full vigor and
effectiveness was conclusively proven
by the enthusiastic meeting held
December 17, when the reorganiza
tion was completed by the election
of the following Executive Commit
tee: Frank Hayden, J. B. Snowden,
W. I. Moody, Dr. Tait Butler, A. L.
Parker, George R. James, J. R. Paine,
C. A. Gerber, land Frank N. Fisher.
The following officers were named:
C. J. Haase, chairman; J. B. Snow
den, vice chairman; Frank D. Fuller,
secretary; and D. M. Armstrong,

Haase Again Chosen as Chairman

offer, and will be ready to assume
his duties on the first of the year
when Mr. Cottrell leaves for Little
Rock.
Dr. Lloyd is one of the best agri
cultural men in the South, and the
Chamber of Commerce regards itself
as fortunate to secure his services.
He has been connected with the Miss
issippi Agricultural and Mechanical

Chamber of Commerce, presiding ov
er the reorganization meeting, and in
addressing the members, emphasized
the need of adopting a very aggress
ive policy. With the reorganization,
the election of the new director, the
naming of new officers, executive
committeemen and members of the
Bureau, it is believed that better work
than ever before will be done for

Cole Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Sash, Doors and Mill Work
WHOLESALE ONLY

MEMPHIS, TENN.

ELLIS SEAL AND STAMP CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MANUFACTURERS OF

SEALS, STENCILS AND STAMPS
We Make RUBBER STAMPS Every Day
WILLSON J. COOLEY, Manager

PHONE MAIN 31

Bonner Belting Company
LEATHER BELTING—OLD BELTS
RENOVATED AND REPAIRED
MAIN 1085

108 N. FRONT STREET

Sledge & Norfleet Co.
Cotton Factors
107 and 109 South Front Street.

A. R. Friedmann, President
G. A. Lambert, Vice-President
J. H. Smith, Vice-President

treasurer. Dr. Tait Butler was chos
en to represent the Bureau on the
Chamber of Commerce Board of Di
rectors.

LLOYD CHOSEN AS DIRECTOR.
Edward Read Lloyd, director of the
Mississippi Experiment Station, and
head of the extension division of the
Mississippi Agricultural and Mechan
ical College, was elected to succeed
H. M. Cottrell as director of the Bu
reau. Dr. Lloyd has accepted the

Memphis, Tennessee

F. E. D. Keplinger, Vice-President
H. D. Hartley, Secretary-Treasurer
W. A. Snyder, Chm. Executive Bd.

The Pioneer Pole & Shaft Go.

CHAS. J. HAASE
Prominent Memphis Banker Re
elected Chairman of Bureau
of Farm Development of
the Memphis Chamber
of Commerce

MANUFACTURERS

POLES AND SHAFTS
General Offices: Piqua, Ohio

EDWARD READ LLOYD
Newly elected Director, Bureau of Farm Development
of The Chamber of Commerce
College for thirty years, and has an
intimate knowledge of farming con
ditions in this section. He takes a
keen intereslt in stock-raising, and
has been a leading exponent of more
diversified and intensive farming.

AGGRESSIVE POLICY
ADOPTED.
L. K. Salsbury, President of the

the agricultural interests of Memphis
and surrounding territory. Mr. Salsbury stressed the need of. personal
service, and under the new consti
tution and by-laws, three days a year
are pledged by every member of
the Bureau in personal assistance
under the supervision of the new di
rector.

m
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MEMPHIS, TENN.

Gwinner-Mercere Co.
Trusses, Crutches, Abdominal Supporters, Elastic Hosiery
Artificial Limbs and Orthopedic Apparatus
191 Madison Avenue

PHONE MAIN I486

Memphis, Tenn.

The monthly meetings of the Bu
reau will be held the fourth Wed
nesday of each month, and the an
nual meeting on the fourth Wednes
day in January.
The first annual meeting will be
held in January 1930.

NEWLY APPOINTED MEMBERS
The membership of the Bureau, as
recently appointed by the President
of the Chamber of Commerce, is as
follows:

For One Year—
G. S. Hooper
Gordon Brent
J. A. Osoinach
W. C. Manley
Frank Barton
Harry Ramsey
Jas. Alexander
J. A. Riechman
Frank Hayden
M. H. Rosenthal
R. R. Ellis
Hugh Wynne
Millard Naill
Geo. Canale
W. P. Markle
C. C. Hanson
Clarence Haydock Henry Taylor
F. E. Stonebraker J. T. Fisher
J. T. Russell
Thornton Newsum
J. M. Goff
Jas. E. Stark

For Two Years—
D. M. Armstrong
Jno. McClure
J no. M. Dean
Paul Dillard
W. I. Moody
Chas. Lacey
J. H. McDowell
M. H. Hunt
L. N. Learned
R. W. Bailey
Jno. Fargason
T. K. Riddick.
Clarence Sivley

Bright Goodbar
W. C. Johnson
Frank N. Fisher
L. K. Thompson
E. O. Bailey
S.. R. Miartin
Chas. Gerber
B. L. Mallory
R. B. Buchanan
Leon Sternberger
R. Henry Lake
W. W. Fischer

For Three Years—
C. J. Haase
Lem Banks
Dabney Crump
J. B. Edgar
Frank D. Fuller
Jno. Flippin
Dr. Tait Butler
J. R. Payne
R. B. Snowden
C. D. Smith
S. F. McDonald
Wm. Fitzhugh
Geo. R. James

A. L. Parker
Geo. Morris
A, E. Jennings
S. M. Williamson
E. T. Leach
J. B. Snowden
S. R. Leatherman
W. R. King
Boltoin Smith
C. P. J. Mooney
Jos. Newburger
M. P. Sturdivant

ATHLETIC and
SPORTING GOODS
G U N S
Ammunition, Fishing Tackle
Largest Stock in the South.
Wholesale and Retail
CHAS. V. YORK
The KUPFERSCHMIDT CO., Inc.
Long Distance Phone Main 908
144 S. Main St.

Memphis, Tenn.
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FINANCE

THE BANKHEAD HIGHWAY

(By L. C. Humes, V. P. & Cashier, Guaranty Bank and Trust Co. and Treasurer of Chamber of Com merce.)

Developments this month show
the wonderful effect of the war's
cessation, reflected in money becom
ing more plentiful and rates easier.
The banks are entering upon the
era of peace with an amazing heri
tage from war; the advent of which
was faced with fear and trembling.
With the assistance of the Federal
Reserve System the banks have been
enabled to make a wonderful'record
and it can be said that fewer banks
were in trouble during the two years
past of war than in any similar time
proceeding. It would seem that the
more the banks disbursed for war
purposes, the more remained in their
hands.
The wonderful part of the situation
is the feature for the savings banks
and the new nu,mber of those who
are bond-holders. We are told that
before the war the total number of
bond holders of all classes was 400,000, and at present it would be hard
to tell exactly the immense num
ber. Four and one half million sub
scribers took the first loan; nine mil
lion the second; eighteen million the
third; and twenty one million the
fourth. These four loans took eigh
teen billion six hundred million dol
lars out of the banks, and left them
with approximately three billion more
than they started with, at the com
mencement of the war.
Thus it
would appear the banks are better
off and it is certain that we have in
excess of twenty one million of bond
holders in this country. As an illus
tration of the possibilities in the in
vestment field from this number of
investors, while a great many bond
holders, large and small, have been
compelled to sell their holdings; yet
the writer knows of many instances
where small investors on paying up
their subscription, have asked to take
another bond on the partial payment
plan.
We may therefore feel assured that
many have been encouraged to fur
ther invest and the regular amounts
required for such purposes mainfestly have a tendency to increase the
number of those acquiring the habit
of systematic saving,

From the standpoint of the Amer
ican banker, we know that previous
to the war America was a debtor
nation in excess of seven billions,
whereas at the present time we are
a creditor nation in excess of eight
billions. The proposition then that
is now up to us is whether we are

smart enough, as a people, to take
advantage of this wonderful situa
tion and retain the gains we have
now made. It is fair to assume that .
the American bankers and business
men will be smart enough to work
together and keep us in the lead in
these matters.

Cronin, Baker

Tindall

339 MADISON AVE.

Sanitary Plumbing
GAS AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING

FIXTURES

JOBBERS OF

PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES

Both Phones 493

MEMPHIS

"63ft

PHONE-Then look for a Yellow Car
R. G. MORROW, President
L. P. JANES, V-Prest. & Mgr.
F. B. WHITAKER, Secy. & Treas.

W. P. HALLIDAY, V-Prest
J. W. C. WRIGHT, V-Prest.
J. M. St. JOHN, V- Prest

Memphis Furniture Manufacturing Co.
MANUFACTURERS—FURNITURE AND CHAIRS
WHOLESALE ONLY
S. B. Anderson,
President

C. J. Tully,
B. C. Tully,
Vice-President
Secretary

H. B. Anderson
Treasurer

Anderson-Tully Company
PACKING BOXES—EGG CASES
HARDWOOD LUMBER—VENEERS
MEMPHIS, TENN.
Cable Address: VENEERS

U. S. A.

By THOMAS B. KING, Chairman Good Roads Committee, of the Chamber of Commerce

Interstate' and
transcontinental
highways are receiving special atten
tion at the hands of automobile asso
ciations and good roads organizations
in every part of this country. The
officials of the United States Gov
ernment, and also our representatives
in Congress, are ^working diligently
and systematically as never before to
ward establishing, building and main
taining highways that have a .military
and commercial significance. Few,
if any, raise the old doctrine of the
rights of the Federal Government in
the premises, when compared to the
autonomy of states.

portions. The Lincoln Highway will
serve as conditions now exist, a lar
ger population than the Bankhead,
but from a military point of view
and from the future outlook, the
Bankhead Highway is of more im
portance. Its importance to the gov
ernment as an army and navy road
will be understood when it is known
that there are eighteen cantonments
located on this route in the South
ern and Southwestern States, besides
affording transportation for supplies
and materials from the National Cap
ital and. the East to the Norfolk and
the Hampton Roads district.

In the advocacy of interstate and
transcontinental lines, no effort is
made to underestimate the value on
the community life of good roads ra
diating from the small centers of
trade located upon some line of rail
road, but they are simply giving pro
per emphasis to the greater necessity
of the main arteries being first built.
The discoveries growing out of the
present congested condition of freight
and passenger, traffic have forced
miany of us to strike where the blows
will be productive of the greatest
good to the largest number. The far
mer, therefore, should be no less con
cerned-than the manufacturer and the
merchant in the developing of a net
work of trunk line highways, so as
to supplement the traffic facilities of
the railroads, which are everywhere
inadequate to meet the present re
quirement. If they cannot haul the
passengers and move the freight now,
what will be the condition when there
is an expansion along all lines of
human endeavor after the war?
In keeping with this idea, there
have been many interstate and trans
continental highways laid out and ad
opted officially and semi-officially,
upon which vast sums of money have
been expended in widening, straight
ening, grading and treating with
so,me form of hard surface. Among
these none have reached the signifi
cance and importance of the Lincoln
and the Bankhead Highways. Both
of these reach from ocean to ocean;
one travels the northern and middle
west parts of the United States, and
the other the south and southwestern

In Virginia, the route would touch
the army camps at Fort Myer and
Quantico, and also -Camp Lee, at
Petersburg; and in Camp Lee alone
there are now nearly 70,000 troops.
In North Carolina, the route would
touch the new tank training station,
in Raleigh, which is to be built
around the North Carolina State Fair
grounds ion a site of several thousand
acres, and also would touch Camp
Green at Charlotte as well as Camp
Sevier at Spartanburg, Camp Wadsworth at Greenville, South Carolina;
and in Georgia, Camp Gordon and
Fort McPherson, near Atlanta; and
the rifle range at Waco. It also takes
in Camp McClellan, near Anniston,
Alabama; the Aviation School near
Memphis; and finally Camp Pike, at
Little Rock, making an even dozen
important ar.my camps in the South
ern States which would be reached
by the Bankhead Highway.
The location of the Bankhead High
way has been fixed between Wash
ington City and Memphis, and it will
go through many important cities.
Among them are Norfolk, Suffolk,
Franklin, Petersburg, Richmond and
Fredricksburg, in Virginia; Raleigh,
Charlotte,
Williamsport, Tarboro,
Henderson and Greensboro, in North
Carolina; Spartanburg, Greenville and
Anderson, in South Carolina; Atlan
ta and Athens, in Georgia; Birming
ham and Anniston, in Alabama; Hol
ly Springs and New Albany, in Miss
issippi; Memphis, fennessee, and Lit
tle Rock, Arkansas.
It is also interesting to note that
the Bankhead route run^ through the

homes of a large number of United
States senators, who have become en
thusiastic in their efforts to have the
Federal Government take it over as a
military road. A bill is now pending
in Congress, giving the Federal Gov
ernment authority to take this high
way and to build and maintain it for
military and commercial uses. The
committee on Post Roads of the Uni
ted States Senate has set December
16 for a hearing, and the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce will send a
representative to appear before that
committee and to argue the advisabil
ity and economic value of the pass
age of the bill. The Board of Direc
tors of the Chamber of Commerce
unanimously endorsed the bill, and
the Kiwanis, the Lions, the City Club
and the Rotarians of Memphis have
unanimously adopted the followingresolutions:
WHEREAS, the undeveloped con
dition of our highways and the un
systematic and extravagant manner
in which the public road funds have
been expended in the past have pro
voked a critical study of the whole
situation and the remedies to be ap
plied; and,
WHEREAS, the war has emphasiz
ed the inadequacy of the present
transportation facilities of this coun
try; and,
WHEREAS, the supreme value of
highways as a military asset has been
repeatedly demonstrated in Europe
throughout the progress of the war;
WHEREAS, highly improved and
well maintained highways serve the
needs of peace no less than those of
war; and,
WHEREAS, the quick and adequ
ate transportation of the products
of the soil and the output of the fac
tories is essentially necessary for the
economic, social and moral well-be
ing of the peiople of the entire United
States; and,
WHEREAS, we believe it to be the
duty of both Federal and State Gov
ernments to construct and maintain
a system of permanent highways suf(Continued pn page 376) .
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INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
MARK FENTON, Commissioner

Local Body, Working Under War In
dustries Board, Did Much Splendid
Work. Has Splendid Record of
Achievement.
Knowing that the important
work done by the War Resources
Committee would be of great in
terest to the business men of
Memphis, we asked Mr. Lamb to
give us a short article on the sub
ject. His resume of the work of
the local body is of absorbing in
terest and we are delighted to
be able to present it to our read
ers this month.
—The Editor.
By J. A. LAMB
Chairman for Zone 16, War Resour
ces Committee.
The War Resources Committee
was created on account of a necessity
brought about by the congestion in
.manufacturing plants and transpor
tation facilities in the eastern states.
Up to the time of this committee's
organization, the government had
placed nearly all of its war contracts
in the above named states.
Mr.
Baruch appointed Mr. Otis to work
out a plan to overcome this conges
tion. Mr. Otis at once divided the
United States into Zones—appointed
a man in charge of each Zone called
Regional Division.
These Zones
were again sub-divided and then the
subdivision was cut up into sections.
This wias the working organization
of the committee, its object was to
compile information for the govern
ment purchasing agents so that ord
ers could be distributed throughout
the country so as to relieve conges
tion and also give the small manu
facturers a chance to be recognized
who were not able to keep a paid
representative in Washington. This
organization in compiling this infor
mation and working in connection
with the government officers was able
to point out inefficiencies existing
and render aid to the government
that at first was considered an im
possibility. In following
this outline
you will readily conceive of the gi
gantic task the committee ,had to
handle as we were strictly a commit

in such a way as to have relieved all.
This Committee was' directly re
sponsible for many good things about
to be located in the Memphis dis
trict and was only prevented from
their completion by the early sign
ing of the armistice.
The committee was much surprised
in the reluctance displayed by the
Memphis manufacturers for war ord
ers. As far as the writer could find
out the manufacturers in this Zone
had more domestic business than they
could handle. This, I believe, is a
very good condition and a favorable
report for the Memphis market and
manufacturers.
Memphis manufac
turers can withstand a longer de
pression and go along smoother when
the country is in a turmoil than any
other section that I have had any
dealings with. Knowing these con
ditions the local committee exerted
all energy possible in interesting
new Government-owned propositions

tee of business men representing the
manufacturing industries who are apt
to be technical and critical and the
government with its multitudinous
amount of systems made a combina
tion that had to be handled with the
utmost care and diplomacy.
The committee work was bearing
fruit both for the government and
the manufacturers. The government
was calling on this committee for in
formation from our questionnaires
that they had been unable to compile
from any other source.
Many manufacturers misconstrued
the work of this committee, thinking
that we had charge of the coal and
issuing contracts. We tried to make
it clear that the committee had noth
ing directly to do with either of these
subjects. Had the war lasted much
longer this committee would have
brought about a manufacturing activ
ity in zones that were badly in need
and, would have balanced up and aid
ed in distributing the war activities

McBee Engine & Implement Co.
10 North Front Street, Memphis, Tenn.
TRACTORS

POWER PLANTS

MACHINERY

J. G. STONE-GROGE AUTO TOP COMPANY
AUTOMOBILE TOP BUILDING AND REPAIRING
Dust Covers, Seat Covers and Upholstering
409-411 MONROE AVENUE.
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PHONE MAIN 1896
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LIBRARY WAR SERVICE
By RUTH BARKER

(Continued from 1 st month)
Needless to say a large part of the
$1,500,000 raised last year for Library
Wiar Service has been spent for tech
nical books and text-books, and
than a half million have been purch
ased.
But in speaking of the serious side
of the work of camp libraries we
should not lose sight 'of the fact that
they possess wonderful recreational
value as well. To the home-sick
man, the man who is blue, the fel
low who is longing for an wer-due
letter, a rattling good story is a God
send.
A most appealing feature of Libra
ry War Service is the work with men
in the hospitals. When a man is tied
to a bed, perhaps with the knowledge
staring him in the face that for him
at least the fight is over, he needs
more than ever something to take
his mind off his troubles. And so
in every army hospital the American
Library Association has placed a
trained librarian, a young wo,man usu
ally, and one possessed of an un
limited amount of tact and good huSo. important does Gen. Pershing
consider the supplying of reading
matter to the men in the service, that
he has given his unqualified endor
sement to the Library War Service
of the American Library Association.
By this endorsement the Association
was given the sole privilege of sup
plying books to the Army and Navy,
and was allowed a tonnage of fifty
ship tons a month. To date, more
than a million books have been ship
ped over seas, and they have fol
lowed the men everywhere through
the hearty co-operation of the Y. M.
C. A., Knights of Columbus, Y. W.
C. A., Jewish Welfare Board and the
Salvation Army.

Even since the war is over, the
work will go on, for it will take a
year or two to bring all our men
home. Even after that—for the Am
erican Library system has taken root
in France.
A great organization,
headed by the President of the Re
public, planning for the social re
construction of France after the war,
has decided to adopt the American
library system and has asked the aid
of the American Library Association.
Needless to say it will be given to
the fullest extent as one of the great
est privileges that has ever fallen to
the lot . of the organization.

Established
1866

S. E. RIDGELY
& COMPANY
TAILORS - DRAPERS
113 Madison Ave.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Fall and Winter
Goods Now Ready
For Inspedion

THE AMERICAN CREED
The following creed for
all citi
zens of the United States has been
selected by the city of Baltimore
from thousands of contributions in a
competition for a prize of one thou
sand dollars.
"We believe in the United States
of America as a government of the
people, by the people, for the peo
ple, whose just powers are derived
from the consent of the governed;
a democracy in a Republic; a sov
ereign nation of many sovereign
states; a perfect Union, one and in
separable; established upon those
principles of freedom, equality, jus
tice and humanity, for which Ameri
can patriots have sacrificed their
lives and fortunes.
"We therefore believe it is our
duty to our country to love it, to
support its constitution, to obey its
laws, to respect its flag, and to de
fend it against all enemies."
We heartily recommend that any
citizen who cannot measure up to
this profession of faith be watched
with suspicion and expelled from the
society of every true liberty loving,
red-blooded
American.

Manufactured by the
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
and Guaranteed by Them.

Electric Fan Motors Co.

PHONE MAIN 1066
For Appointment

Chisca Treatment
Rooms
W. A. KOLLEY, Mgr.

Battle Creek Methods
TURKISH BATHS
Rheumatism a Specialty
CHISCA HOTEL
HOURS:
Ladies—7 to 12 A. M.
Gents—1 to 11 P. M.

BOLLING SIBLEY

Memphis Engineering 8C Supply Company
Successors to Memphis Armature Company
ICE AND COLD STORAGE PLANTS FOR HOTELS, BUTCHERS
GROCERS, BAKERS, ETC.
Agents for
FRICK CO. ICE AND REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
Machines up to 20 tons kept in Memphis stock. Also a complete
line of Ammonia fittings and supplies of all kinds.
WE BUILD TANKS AND COILS FOR ALL PURPOSES
Phone Main 1275
Opp. Hotel Gayoso, 131 and 137 S. Front St.

Eugene Faquin
Prop.

Wm. R. Moore Dry Goods Co.
WHOLESALERS —
MANUFACTURERS
and IMPORTERS
Largest in the South
Memphis
Tennessee

GENERAL AGENT
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS.
COMPANY
American Savings Bank Bldg.
Phone Main 5374
Premium Rate from $12.00 per
$1,000.00 upward according to ace
and plan.
Annual Dividenda.
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We favor the Kaiser-manager plan with Bel
gium as his manager.
The Allies have w 1 a great victory; Russia,
only a Bolshevictory.
It enhances our idea of happy New Year to
know that the Kaiser will not participate in any
of its joys.
With a reorganized Farm Development Bureau,
the Memphis territory will undoubtedly do its full
share toward feeding and clothing the world the
coming year.
* * * *
Horace Greeley or some other famous journal
ist said that every man had at least one story under
his hat. If you have one about any interesting
phase of Memphis' commerce or industry we want
Hazlitt wrote an interesting essay on "Persons
One Would Like to Have Known." How easy
it would be for some present day writer to treat
"Contemporaries One Would Prefer Not to
Know."
Did you know that Memphis has a PigeonRaisers' Association" ? Memphis can raise any
thing. It is sroina:
going to raise the ante so high in the
e but . the best can
game of civic ideals that
participate.
A man who joins the Chamber of Commerce
now is a brick—a brick in the gigantic arch of de
velopment through which Memphis will march to
success. Community spirit is the keystone of the
arch. Have you got it ? If so, bring in your friend s
application for membership.
Alexander wept because there were no more
worlds to conquer. He hadn't discovered the Mem
phis trade territory. And if he had he couldn t
have conquered it, because the Chamber of Com
merce was not tfien in existence. It could not have
been done except through the co-operation of the
Chamber of Commerce.

ssasur:

ISBrfcasr* P»ssi2&

The world program for the next twelve months:
Repatriation for French and Belgian populations
. that were deported, and for prisoners of war; rep
aration and restoration for the damaged and de
stroyed areas that fell under the Prussian heel;
retribution, and we hope regeneration, for Germany
and Austria; and rejuvenation for all Allied coun
tries.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Malaria destroyed Greece, and Rome died be
cause of agrarian troubles. America has destroyed
the anopheles mosquito which bred malaria, and
now proposes to make it easy for our bravest and
best men returning from Europe to go onto farms
of their own. We decline to follow the examples
of Greece and Rome merely to oblige history in
allowing it to repeat itself.

CO-OPERATE WITH BUSINESS
Business has co-operated with the Government
during the war. Ungrudgingly and without cavil,
it has accepted rigid supervision by War Boards.
Now that the war is over, the Government
must co-operate with business if it is to expand to
the limits defined by economic conditions.
It was therefore, timely and reasonable for
the Memphis Chamber of Commerce to blaze the
way, as it did, in adopting resolutions calling for
tne return to a pre-war basis in regard to regula
tions and restrictions incident to war conditions
being lifted. Copies of these resolutions, which
were published in this journal last month, were
sent to all important business organizations in the
country, and we are gratified to know that a good
many other Chambers of Commerce have already
followed suit. There is no doubt that the various
State Legislatures will also get in line on the sub
ject. The effect is already visible in Washington.
AN ANACHRONISM
The most pitiable and ludicrous anachronism in
this age is the man who does not know how to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by commun
ity life. If we have any great advantage over the
ancients, aside from mechanical conveniences, it is
the increased perfection of the social organism.
Man has been gregarious in his tendencies since his
forbears roamed the Silurian hills. His power of
intelligent communication with, and enjoyment of
the society of, his fellow man is what most acutely
differentiates him from the beasts. And yet, we
find hundreds who naively inquire, "What good doI get out of the Chamber of Commerce?" We are
always tempted to ask such inquirers a counter
question, "What good do you get out of being
alive?" But we do not. They are usually sensi
tive. That is, they are sensitive, not as to your feel
ings, but as to their own. We will take this occa
sion of making the general observation that any
man who gets nothing'out of keeping in touch with
his fellow beings; associating on terms of friendly
sociability with the rest of his community; knowing
what is going on about him; taking an intelligent
interest in what other men in his own line of busi
ness are doing and a lively curiosity in the possi
bility of making new friends who will develop into
clients or customers; and lastly gets no innate sat
isfaction out of knowing that he is doing his share
to maintain the civic work of his community, will
get nothing out of belonging to the Chamber of
Commerce. We advise him frankly to stay out.
-THE NEW YEAR
In behalf of the Chamber of Commerce, the
Journal extends best wishes to all of our members
and readers for a happy and successful New Year.
The country stands upon the threshold of big
things. Never did there seem to be a brighter pros
pect of growth and expansion, which is sure to bring
great opportunities to all. With the war victori
ously ended, the entire world will turn with re
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newed vigor to the work of peace—the work of re
construction and-rehabilitation. Our first duty is
to do all we can to help less fortunate countries re
establish themselves. Both ally and, neutral lands
have suffered from the conscienceless greed and
cruelty of the central empires, and face tremendous
tasks to recover their previous position. The United
States has contributed mightily to the successful
conclusion of the struggle, and we may well find
cause to be deeply grateful that our people have had
to face the minimum of loss and suffering.
Much of the food and clothing, the building ma
terial and the agricultural implements that the
world will need in this vast project of restoration,
will have to come from the United States. Our
hands will be full for quite a time supplying the
legitimate needs of the world. It is more than a
business opportunity: it is a sacred service that we
are called on to perform.
Memphis, with her splendid farming territory,
her wonderful location as a distributing point, and
her growing manufactures, is sure to get a vast
amount of new business. She will be called on to
play an important part in this period of reconstruc
tion, and should now prepare to play it worthily.

FARM CREDITS.
No territory save the basin of the Nile has rich
er farming land than that surrounding Memphis.
The modern business organism is so complex, and
scientific farming has progressed to such a point,
that successful agriculture requires not only twen
tieth century tools but twentieth century credit con
ditions.
Such an economic environment was provided for
farmers by the Farm Loan Act. However, the Fed
eral land banks—virtually agencies of the Govern
ment—cannot, under the Act, make any loan for
more than $10,000. There are hundreds, even thous
ands, of farms and plantations in the Memphis ter
ritory for which $10,000 would be a mere cloud on
the title. Enormous capital sums are required for
their proper development and equipment. It was to
meet just suoh cases that the Farm Loan Act pro
vided for the establishment of Joint Stock Land
Banks by private capital which are not restricted
to $10,000 maximum loans.
It was natural to expect that local capitalists
would organize such institutions. In this number
of the Journal is an article telling of the successful
launching of two Joint Stock Land Banks. There is
no limit to the amount of money these banks can
bring to farmers in our territory. Credits will be ex
panded .at a time when they are most needed, but
these banks will do more than that. They will, by
force of competitive law, cause interest rates on all
farm loans to be reduced to a figure proportionate
to that which they charge.
Farm loans in the South have hitherto carried
much higher interest rates and in this one item
alone, these institutions promise to be highly con
structive forces, upon whose establishment the city
and surrounding country are to be congratulated.
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Shelby County's Rural Schools
(Continued from last month)
By Miss Charl Ormond Williams,
County Superintendent of
Education.
The one-room school was a pion
eer institution and it long since fail
ed to meet the needs of modern life.
Twelve years ago Shelby County had
between ninety and one hundred one
and two-room schools, for white
children. Four years ago there were
forty-five white schools.
Today
there are thirty-six schools twentyfive of
which are consolidated
schools with auditoriums, communi
ty rooms, home economies and man
ual training departments, libraries
and laboratories.
Electric lights,
water works and granolith walks add
to the efficiency of these buildings.
Transportation.
Wherever a onerroom school has
been discontinued a conveyance has
been provided to carry these children
to the consolidated school. Four
years ago there were fifty-five horsedrawn wagons. Some of the routes
were long, and too much time was
spent on the road. Today there are
forty-three horse-dnawn wagons and
eighteen auto trucks.
High School Consolidation.
A strong effort has been made to
strengthen the high schools and
thereby strengthen the elementary
schools. Where the number of stu
dents did not justify the expense of
high school instruction, the high
schools have been discontinued, but
in every case better instruction has
been provided at a near-by school.
This is one of Shelby County's ed
ucational problems, and it is not yet
solved.
Roads.
Shelby County .has provided a mag
nificent system of roads. There are
over eight hundred miles of pike
roads and mlore than one thousand
miles of graded dirt roads and four
thousand bridges and culverts. The
main highways are now being oiled
to the county lines. This system of
good roads has made consolidation
practicable, and progress in educa
tion has been rapid because of the

farsighted policy of the county cornCounty Court.
Whatever may be said. of the
County Court as an institution, its
record is clear as regards Shelby
County schools. The tax rate has
been raised and bonds have been
issued by the court on three occasions
amounting
to $550,000
for
the
County Schools and the West Tenn
essee State Normal. They have con
sistently kept " politics" out of their
schools and appeals to them on be
half of education have not been made
Negro Education.
The time has come when industri
ally, financially and morally, the ed
ucation of the negro must be taken
seriously. Readjustments must nec
essarily follow this war and plans
will have to be .made to provide ade
quate and suitable instruction. Last
year there were eighty-three negro
schools in inadequate buildings, many
of them churches. This year there are

sixty-five schools, twenty of which
have been constructed from the $60,000 of the last bond issue. There
are sixteen thousand negro children
of school age and ten thousand en
rolled in the county schools. About
two hundred negro teachers are em
ployed.
Three negro supervisors,
whose salaries are partly paid by the
Jeannes fund, give their entire time
to the work of supervising these
schools. While $60,000 has been spent
for buildings for negrO schools this
year, there is much to be done along
this line. An attempt to maintain a.
school in some of our buildings is
.money wasted. Good courses in ag
riculture and vocational work are al
so needed.
Woodstock Training School.
The John F. Slater fund and Gen
eral Education Board are helping
to maintain fifty-nine schlools in the
South known as County Training
schools. The Woodstock Training
School according to their own replorts ranks first of all these schools.
Aided by these various funds, there

Graham-Merrin
Co.
THE UNIVERSAL CAR

L. J. Moss

366 Madison Ave.
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John A. Denie's Sons Co.
FIRE BRICK, LIME, CEMENT AND PLASTER
82 South Front Street
Phone 411

Memphis Battery Service Station
DISTRIBUTORS

Batteries "iExthB" Batteries
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are a, teacher's home, shop, girls' dor
mitory, boys' dormitory, chicken
house, pig pens, barn and fences, all
built by the boys under the direction
of the principal, T. J. Johnson. Every
student from the fourth to the
tenth grade spends one-half of each
day in vocational work. This school
was chosen for the Smith-Hughes
\1ocational work in agriculture. In
time this school will train the teach
ers for the rural schools of Shelby
County.
War Work.
The Shelby Gounty Schools were
ready for the war drive. Two years
before the war began a school flag
campaign had been waged which re
sulted in the flying of the flag over
nearly every school-house in the
County. The schools were actively
patriotic, and they were community
centers. The teachers were accustom
ed to leadership in affairs of interest
to the community. When urgent re
quests came from Washington that
the school forces render assistance
in the varilous campaigns put forth
by the Government,, the Superinten
dent and the supervisory force along
with principal pupils and teachers
made a united effort in behalf of
Liberty Bonds, Thrift Stamps, Food
Conservation, Y. M. C. A., and Red
Cross Work and every war measure
undertaken by the Government.
The schools not only worked for
these measures, but they lived up to
them. They bought as well as sold
Bonds and Thrift Stamps. They ad
opted French orphans and did active
relief work for French and Belgian
refugees.
It would be impossible
to estimate the far reaching influen
ces of these forces sent out from the
school into the homes of the country.

Chapters
the Early
in
History of Memphis
By HON. JAMES H. MALONE

The year 1819 was a most event
ful one in the history of the .Chick
asaw Bluffs, washed by the waters
of the Mississippi river, and whereon
the City of Memphis was afterwards
built.
It was then clothed with a prime
val forest and surrounded on all
sides practically by an untrodden
wilderness, except for the trails of
the Chickasaw tribe of Indians.
LaSialle, starting from Montreal,
Canada, descended the Mississippi
and on April 9, 1783, reached its
mouth, where he erected a monu
ment and by formal proclamation de
clared the whole country, which he
called Louisiana, to belong to his
sovereign
Louis XIV, King of
The French commander, Bienville,
built Fort Assumption near the mouth
of Wolf»River in 1739, for the pro
tection of a small army of French and
Indians which he brought with him
to subdue the Chickasaw Indians,
failing in which he concluded a treaty
of peace with them.
Next came Governor Gayos'o, in
1797, who erected here Fort St. Fer
dinand, holding the same for Spain;
and then the United States Govern
ment in the same year, looking over
the situation, and beginning to come

into its own, took charge of the Bluffs
through Captain Guion, in command
of a small force of soldiers.
In 1803, General Pike built Fort
Pike; in 1805, General Wilkerson
built Fort Pickering, naming it after
Washington's Secretary of war.
Before these last dates however,
and in 1783, John Rice made the first
entry for 5000 acres of land on the
Chickasaw Bluffs, for which a grant
was issued by North Carolina; which
was soon followed by the John Ram
say entry for 5000 acres immediately
South of the Rice grant. Memphis
was built on these grants.
Four separate and distinct events
•occured in 1819 of signal importance
to those few intrepid spirits who were
fighting for a foothold to build a
metropolis
upon
the
Chickasaw
Bluffs:
(1.) On January 6, 1819, Andrew
Jackson, John Overton and James
Winchester entered into an agree
ment to make a plat and lay out a
town upon the Chickasaw Bluffs, and
provided that in case either should
die before this should be done, then
the survivors should be vested with
power to carry out the agreement.
(3.) On January 7, 1819, James
Monroe, President of the United
States, approved of a treaty conclud-

Junior Red Cross.
Ten thousand two hundred and fif
ty boys and girls have paid up their
membership fee of twenty-five cents
to the Junior Red Cross. One large
booth at the fair displayed the gun
covers, garments for French and Bel
gian children, knitted socks, sweat
ers and comforts made by the girls
and some throat spatulas made by
the boys.
Scout Organizations.
The boys and girls of the majority
of the schools are organizing scout
groups. The training is wholesome
and the scout influence has minimi
zed the problem of disclipine wher
ever it has been employed.

One Price—No Commission
103 S. Main St.—Memphis.
Steinway Pianos
Genuine Pianolas
Victor-Victrolas
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ed between the Chickasaw tribe of
Indians and (by Ishac Shelby and
Andrew Jackson, on behalf of the
United States of date October 19,
1818. By the terms of this treaty
and in consideration of $300,000 to
be paid in annuities, the Chickasaw
tribe of Indians surrendered all their
claims to the lands in West Tennes
see. This treaty Was absolutely nec
essary in order to extinguish the In
dian title, and to perfect grants there
to fore made by North Carolina and
Tennessee, and thereafter to be made
by Tennessee.
(3.) On November 24, 1819, the
Legislature of Tennessee passed an.
Act establishing Shelby County, ref
erence to which will be made here
inafter.
(4.) In 1819 General James Win
chester, a .man of distinction and em
inence, a soldier and an engineer,
completed the demarcation of A'he
Southern boundary of the State of
Tennessee to the Mississippi river,
which was supposed to be upon tne
35th degree of North latitude. As will
be seen hereafter this survey was > ironeous, and an injustice to Tenn
essee which was afterwards correct

SHELBY COUNTY CREATED
Turning now to the Acts of 1819,
we find the following: "Chap. 218.
An act to form and establish a new
county on the Mississippi river, in
the southwest corner of this state.
(Passed Nov. 24, 1819.) .
"Whereas it is represented to this
General Assembly, that there are
many inhabitants and much business
at and about the Chickasaw Bluff,
and that to those people tile regular
and convenient administration of the
laws, would be greatly beneficial;
wherefore,
1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
STATE OF TENNESSEE, That a
new county to be called and known

by the name of Shelby, in honor and
to perpetuate the name of Isaac
Shelby, late Governor of Kentucky,
be, and is hereby, established in the
southwest corner of this State, and
that the county ao> established, shall
be bounded as follows, to wit: Be
ginning hi the middle of the main
channel of the Mississippi river,
where the southern boundry of this
state, lately marked by General James
Winchester, strikes . the
western
boundry of the state, thence east
thirty .miles along said southern
boundry to the eighty mile tree,
thence north to a point, from which
a due west course to the center of
the main channel of the Mississippi
(Continued on page 375)

WILLIAM A. BICKFORD
By Miss Ellie Browning
The Chamber of Commerce, form
erly the "Business Men's Club," owes
much of its success to its seventh
president, William A. Bickford, who
was also a charter member.
On being elected to the presidency,
Mr. Bickford sacrificed much time
and attention from his own business,

EITHER. 1M !Lf\ ALWAYS
PHONE
Z4O0 OPEN

OWL AUTO CO.
MOTOR CAR MECHANICS AT YOUR SERVICE
On the Road, at Your Home or at Our Home, Day or Night
WRECKED AUTOS PULLED IN

MURPHY HAS IT

ed.

More Eggs
OR MONEY BACK

is the guarantee
behind

Purina

AllisChalmers

W. A. BICKFORD

FARM
TRACTOR

—ALSOLARGE STOCKS OF
ROOFINGS and PAINTS

MURPHY MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT CO.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
DISTRIBUTORS
482-484 UNION AVENUE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

DeSoto Oil Company

Lime & Cement Co.
Hem. 955-956

He was unanimously asked to run
for a second term but could not be
persuaded He has also been repeat
edly urged to run for public offices
in the city but, not caring for politics,
he has stuck strictly to his own large
business affairs, proving his public
spirit in numerous other ways such
as cutting and donating streets to
the city through his own property,
beautifying and building subdivisions,
etc., and always responding with

Handsome Building of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Erected during Mr. Bickford's
Administration.

NEWSUM
DISTRIBUTORS OF TIRES WORTHY OF THE NAME-

UNITED STATES TIRES

Uses either KEROSENE or Gasoline

We Stand Behind Everything
We Sell

CRUMP

His dauntless determination and
persistency to overcome the obsta
cles won the admiration and co-oper
ation of his friends, enabling him
to get bonds floated and other busi
ness arrangements made that were
necessary for the undertaking. At
the end of his term he had the-very
attractive building which the organ
ization now occupies completed and
equipped, and he was one to go in
person to Chicago to select furnish
ings for the entire building.

hearty generosity to any enterprise
for the betterment of Memphis.
Mr. Bickford is a life-long resident,
being a member of an old and prom
inent family of the city.
His strength of purpjose, his big
ness of character, and his business
integrity, make him one of the most
respected and valued citizens of Mem
phis.

10-18 H. P.

Thousands of successful farmers have proved for you its superiority
You have additional assurance in the experi
ence, strength and standing of its maker, the
ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. CO.

Hen Feed

devoting himself with untiring en
thusiasm and zeal to the promotion
of the Club, his chief object being
to erect a building that would be a
substantial and appropriate home fioir
the new organization. His slogan
was "Build It."

PRESIDENT

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
SOLICITS

YOUR

SHIPMENTS OF COTTONSEED

Fisher Building

Telephone Main 1660

Love Automatic Sprinkler Co.
AUTOMATIC FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

o
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COTTRELL GOES TO LITTLE ROCK
AGRICULTURIST IN CHAHO^OR
By DR. TAIT BUTLER
The Memphis Chamber of Com
merce has won deserved commenda
tion for its pioneer work in being
the first organization of its kind to
establish a Farm Development Bu
reau in the South.
H. M. Cottrell, agriculturist, de-

Commerce at Little Rock the first of
the year.
Mr. Cottrell was born in Illinois
and reared on a pioneer Kansas farm.
He graduated from the Kansas Ag
ricultural College, and following his
work there by two more years of
special study in agriculture and ag
ricultural chemistry. He then engag
ed in farming for three years. His
experience in agriculture has been
extensive and varied, as the follow
ing record will show:
Four years at the Kansas Experi
ment Station in charge of field and
feeding experiments.
Four years as superintendent of
the 1000 acre farm of Gov. Levi P.
Morton of New York, which support
ed the largest herd of Guernsey cat
tle in the world and produced 13,000
broilers a year.
Four years professor of agriculture
at the Kansas Agricultural College,
with special charge of the raising and
feeding of hogs and diairy cattle.
One year as manager of a 3,000
farm in Missouri, equipping and

°F ^
states and spending half of each year
in the Cotton Belt.
The work of the Farm Develop
ment Bureau of this Chamber of
Commerce attracted the attention of
the whole country because it was
planned and directed by a man of
such large experience, accurate know
ledge and sound judgment as H. M.
Cottrell, Agriculturist. Every mem
ber of this body will follow his future
career
\Ath
solicitous
interest
prompted |by warm friendship and
admiration. They confidently anti
cipate for ihiml an ever-broadening
career which will render his work of
constantly increasing benefit to his
fellow-men.

Special Notice
to Auto Owners
Do you want to save yourself
Some money ?
Of course you do !

H. M. COTTRELL
serves unstinted praise for his keen
and tireless work in making that Bu
reau one of the most vital forces now
existent for upbuilding and develop
ing agriculture in this section.
That is why every member of tHe
Chamber of Commerce experienced
a feeling of poignant regret when he
learned that Mr. Cottrell had ten
dered his resignation to accept a sim
ilar position with the Chamber of

stocking it for the production of baby
beef.
Two years superintendent of a 7,000 acre Iowa farm which marketed
3,000 hogs and 1,600 steers in one
year.
Four years director of Farmers' In
stitute of Colorado Agricultural Col
lege.
Five years agriculturist of the Rock
Island Railroad, covering fourteen

Well here is your opportunity.
We have just received a shipment
of factory second tires, 18 stand
ard makes: including Pullman
Mcgraw, Congress, Imperial, De
fiance, Firestone, Miller, Portage,
Goodrich, Diamond, Sunset and
Marathon.
..We can save you from 30% to
50% on your tires and from 35%
to 50% on your tubes.
We are never undersold when
it comes to price and quality.

OILS AND 6AS0LINE
—Don't Forget the Place.—
oouth East Corner, 2nd, and Mon
roe.

MEMPHIS AUTO SUPPLY GO.
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MEMPHIS DAY BY DAY
Activities of Various Divisions of Chamber of Commerce During the Past Month
Joint Meeting of Publicity
and Industrial Divisions.
A joint meeting of the Publicity
and Industrial Divisions was held
Wednesday November 20. Chairman
Sherron of the Publicity Division
called the meeting to order, and after
briefly stating the purpose of the
meeting, turned it over to Chairman
Klaiber .of the Industrial Division.
Judge Floyd outlined the program
for local and foreign publicity which
had been mapped out by the special
committee, composed of himself, L.
S. Lawo and E. O. Bailey. It was
the unanimous sense of the meeting
that steps should be taken at once
to get proper publicity for Memphis
during the era of re-construction'and
trade expansion which is sure to fol
low the close of the war, and to fol
low that up by la systematic cam
paign to interest manufacturers and
jobbers whio have turned their eyes
toward the South. Brief but forceful
addresses were made by President L.
K. Salsbury and Mr. W. C. Johnson,
who was President of the Chamber
of Commerce last year.

Real Estate Men
Elect.
At the annual election of the Mem

phis Real Estate Association, John
M. Dean was reelected President to
serve what will be his third term.
He was nominated ion both the White
and Blue tickets. The vice president
will be elected by the Board in Jan
uary.
Four new directors were
chosen: S. R. Martin, Millard Naill,
Ben Carr, and E. O. Bailey. The
other three directors, elected last
year, and who will serve through
1919, are R. L. Matthews, W. H.
Foster, and G. W. Person;
E. O. Bailey, E. W. Walthall, and
Ernest Adams were appointed a
committee to confer with the local
legislative delegation relative to the
proposed plan of extending the city
limits.
Miss Willie Dean is executive sec
retary of the organization.

recently made before them by a
prominent speaker and worker in
commercial lines, who devoted twothirds of his talk to telling them of
the achievements of the Bureau of
Far.m Development in Memphis. This
Chamber of Commerce was the first
one in the South to establish a Bu
reau of Farm Development.

"Canale"
Italian
Gravy

Praise for Farm Development Bureau
The advertising manager for a
prominent Memphis concern is in re
ceipt of a letter from a friend in
Kansas City, who says in substance
that the members of the Kansas City
commercial organization hlave been
much impressed by the progressiveness of the Memphis Chamber of
Commerce by reason of an address

CONSERVE THE NATION'S GRAIN
And Feed Your Stock Efficiently and
Economically.
Use a Pilot Wheel Feed—guaranteed
palatable — nutritious — digestible — by the
National Sweet Feed Manufacturers' Asso
ciation.
The maker of Sweet Feed who violates
the quality standard represented by this
emblem automatically forfeits his member
ship in the Association.

OLD BECK SWEET
Manufactured By

Edgar-Morgan Company
MEMPHIS
Is a Pilot Wheel Feed of the Highest Type
J. T. FARGASON CO.
Distributors for the Memphis Territory

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
GOOD ON EVERYTHING
SAVES YOU MONEY

Lee Lumber
Company
Lumber
Sash, Doors
LONG LEAF TIMBERS
A SPECIALTY
READY ROOFINGS
BUILDING PAPERS
PHONES
Cumberland Hemlock 323
Cumberland Hemlock 324
Cumberland Hemlock 325
Memphis
417
Office, Yard and Factory—
867 to 921 Rayner Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
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Memphis Wants Soldier
Settlers.

Following th» visit and address at
the Chamber of Commerce of Dr.'
Elwood Mead, Government expert in
charge of the movement to locate
soldiers in colonies on desirable farm
lands, the Memphis Chamber of Com
merce took the .matter under active
consideration. A committee headed
by Frank Hayden, chairman, is work
ing on the matter now. It is expect
ed that many returning soldiers will
be interested in the movement, and
with such a wealth of rich farm land
surrounding her, Memphis should of
fer an ideal center far locating these

General Buck
Given Ovation.
Major General Beaumont B. Buck,
Memphis' foremost hero of the great
wiar, visited the city during the past
month, and was tendered a tremend
ous ovation. Under the auspices of
the Chamber of Commerce, a street
parade was arranged, after which the
distinguished guest spoke at the
Goodwyn Institute. The same eve
ning he was tendered a banquet at

Edison
Mazda
Lamps
The World's Standard
Made by

General Electric
Co.
The Largest Electrical
Manufacturer in the World.

Electric Supply
Company
General Southern
Distributors
WHOLESALE ONLY
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New Banking Institu
tions for Memphis

the Hotel Chisca, which was largely
attended.

New Commander at Park Field.
The Journal takes pleasure in
chronicling the arrival of Maj. John
W. Simons, Jr., the new command
er at Park Field. He succeeds Col.
McChord. Maj. Simons is a native
of Charlestown, S. C. and entered
the army from ciyil life in 1908, Prior
to coming here, he was at Langley
Field for three months, where his
efficient work attracted the attention
•of higher officials of the War De
partment.

New Film Company.
The Pathe Frere Film Co., has es
tablished a distributing depot in
Memphis, land the Chamber of Com
merce is gratified to announce that
they are n.ow here for business. This
body has assisted them in locating
and believes, that Memphis will mea
sure fully up to their expectations.
They have taken a floor in the Glaslyn Building, and carry about $50,000 worth of films in stock all the
time. They employ about 50 people,
and the branch is quite an addition
to the business community of Mem
phis. It is interesting to note that
the new booklet and map giotten out
by the Chamber of Commerce was
instrumental in drawing their atten
tion to the desirability of Memphis
as a point to locate.

iorgensen, New President
of the Lumbermen's Club
The Lumbermen's Club held its an
nual election during the past month.
H. J. M. Jorgensen, one of the most
prominent lumbermen of the city, and
president of the Jorgensen-Bennett
Manufacturing Co., was elected pres
ident of the association for the en
suing year. J. V. Rush was elected
first vice president; W. E. Hyde,
second vice president; J. S. 'Williford,
secretary and' treasurer.
The new directors, chosen for 1919
and 1920, are C. L. Wheeler, R. T.
Cooper and Frank Conkling. The
other directors, who were chosen last
year for 1918 and 1919, are W. C.
Bonner, E. L. McLallen, and Richard
Petrus.
The Journal is happy to announce
a forthcoming article on the Lum
bermen's Club from the pen of the
new president, Mr. Jorgensen. This
article w'ill appear in the February
number.

Hudson and Saxon
Passenger Cars
Kelly-Springfield and Interna
tional Trucks

V
Memphis
Motor Car
Co.
DISTRIBUTORS
987 Union Avenue.

KELSEY
WHEEL
CO.
MEMPHIS PLANT
Manufacturers of

Auto Spokes,
Rims and
Wheels
A. E. Mahannah, Secy. & Mgr.
Memphis, Tenn.

Main Office, Detroit, Mich.

(Continued from page 357)
that the larger farmers and planta
tion owners must look to the Joint
Stock Land Banks. One application
has already been received for a $300,000 loan, and loans of $25,000 to $100,000 will be commonplace rather than
extraordinary.
Amortization Payments.
An interesting feature is the am
ortization plan of payment. There
is no mystery about amortizing farm
loans, although the significance of
the term was not generally under
stood when it was first announced as
part of the plan of the Federal Land
Banks. It simply means that a small
percentage of the principal is added
to the interest elach year, thus grad
ually retiring the loan. Scientific
tables have been worked out, so that
each succeeding year's payment rep
resents more and more on the prin
cipal and less as interest charges. Yet
the payment does not vary. The
Memphis banks have two plans. A
borrower mlay pay 6% interest plus
1% pn the principal, or an amount
equal to 7% of his loan each year,
which will retire the entire debt in
33 years, each semi-annual payment
being less than what he had to pay
for interest alone under the old sys
tem. Or he mlay pay 6% interest
plus 2% on the principal each year,
retiring the loan in 23^ yrs. The
entire outstanding principal may be
paid at any interest-paying date af
ter five years.
Success Assured.
The fact that these two banks have
already received applications amount
ing to more than $2,000,000 is proof
enough that success is assured.
Another factor indicating indubit
ably successful management is the
character of the men behind the
banks. L. K. Thompson is president
of each of the institutions, and R.
Brinkley Snowden is vice president.
The directors are as follows:
Arkansas Joint Stock Land Blank—
F. G. Barton, John Phillips, R. Brinkley Snowden, L. K. Thompson, and
T. O. Vinton.
Mississippi Joint Stock Land Bank
—Paul Dillard, J. T. Fargason, R.
Brinkley Snowden, L. K. Thompson,
and E. L. Rice.
The directors were fortunate in
securing the services of Mr. Joe F.
Tenney formerly of Dyersburg, Tenn,

as Secretary-Treasurer. He has until
coming here been associated with the
Federal Land Bank of Louisville, one
of the twelve national farm loan
banks, as assistant to the Secretary.

Mr. Tenney has already arrived in
the city, and hfos taken up his duties
with the Joint Stock Land Banks,
which are located in the Bank of
Commerce Building.

Jones Bros. O. Co.
TINNERS

ROOF REPAIRING — GUTTERS and PIPING
All First Class Work. — Fully Guaranteed.
198-200 POPLAR AVE.
—O—
MAIN 2232

DUGGER & GOSHORN CO. j
Manufacturers of

i

Plow Handles and Wagon Wood Stock !
Code:
| Western Union

WHOLESALE ONLY

Cable Address !
"Dughorn" |

MEMPHIS, TENN.

This Space Reserved For

JORGENSEN-BENNETT MFG. CO.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Simonds Manufacturing Co.
The Saw Makers
Established 1832
Jno. E. Roberts

MEMPHIS, TENN.
Wm. D. Roberts

Leo G. Carter

Roberts, Carter & Co.
COTTON
Cable Address
"ROBERTS"

MEMPHIS. TENN.

ESTABLISHED 1882

MEMPHIS,. TENN.

<* ROSE: «#

SPRING and MATTRESS COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE MATTRESSES, SPRING BEDS
PILLOWS, COTS, ETC.
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When We Were Born
(Continued from page 356)
and so vigorous that when we came
back home, notwithstanding we had
a Merchants and Cotton Exchange,
and a Banker's Clearing House —
thought to found aji organization on
similar lines for the improvement of
Memphis.
Accordingly a meeting
was called at Luerhmann's restau
rant and the baby was born.
Many
names
were
suggested,
among others was "The Merchants
and Bankers and Manufacturers As
sociation." Finally however, the idea
prevailed that there should be a
gathering together of men of all call
ings,
merchants,
manufacturers,
preachers, lawyers, doctors, carpen
ters, blacksmiths, and bankers, under
a name that would fit the concen
tration of the many for the goiod of
the whole, and so the Business Men's
Club of Memphis was adopted as the
title. Since then, (so far as the writer
is concerned, over his opposition) it
is called The Chamber of Commerce.
We had rather an amusing finale
at Jonesboito', Ark. as we were re
turning and the train was nearing
Memphis. No delegation met us at
the depot, and it turned out that we
were not expected until the following
day. The Band limited in repertoire
as to music, but filled with enthus
iasm, got in front of the devoted ex
cursionists and marched the mile and
a half to the public square in front
of the Court House. The band—
made up of young boys from an Ark
ansas town—played all of its "tunes",
but no welcome host came forward.
It was then suggested that the law
yer of the excursion assume the role
iof Mayor of Jonesboro, and deliver
an address of welcome. He did so,
telling the excursionists and fringe
of boys and citizens that gathered
around, that all were welcome to our
great and glorious city, that next to
Jonesboro, Memphis was the coming
metropolis of the Southwest. After
he had finished, Jimmy Coan stepped
forward and said: "We thank you Mr.
Mayor, of Jonesboro and this large
and enthusiastic gathering of citizens
for your beautiful words of welcome.
We acknowledged a difference be
tween Jonesboro and Memphis, es
pecially as to climate. We find from
the telegrams that it is raining in
Memphis, and it is snowing like
in Jonesboro. The thermometer in
Memphis is 40 degrees above zero,

but it is 40 degrees below'in Jones
boro." Like the King of France, we
then marched back again to our train,
where a number of citizens, having
heard the noise, came down to ex
press their regret at not knowing
that we would be in their town that
night.
A couple of hours later, we were
at home again.

Ah me! many, many of those who
went on that glorious excursion have
crossed the river into eternal life.
Not in that pale moonlight of im
mortality, which Socrates told us
about, but in the glittering sunshine
promised by him of Nazareth who
when He walked the earth delivered
this promise, and bade us "Love ye
one another."

Service

Quality

Stanocola Lubricating Oils and Greases
(For Mill and Factory Lubrication)

Stanocola Polarine Oil and Greases
(For Automobile Lubrication)

STANOCOLA GASOLINE
STANOCOLA BURNING OIL
Filling Stations for the convenience
MAIN OFFICE and PLANT
of motorist located at—
East Street and Southern Railway.

"tsrzrfjzr
Poplar Avenue and Watkins
Monroe Avenue and Second

OF LOUISIANA
Memphis, Tennessee.

Chapters in the Early
History of Memphis
(Continued from page 368)
and thence down the main channel
of the Mississippi to the beginning
will include a constitutional county
of six hundred and twenty five square
(2.) BE IT ENACTED, That for
the due administration of justice in
the said county of Shelby, the court's
hereinafter established shall be holden, commencing on the first Mon
day in May next, and quarterly there
after, until the end of the next stated
General Assembly, at the Chickasaw
Bluff, at such house and place there
in, as a majority of the justices of
said' county shall appoint, and all
courts shall be held by commission
to the said justices, in the same man
ner and under the same rules and
restrictions, and shall have and ex
ercise the same powers and juris
diction, as either the county courts
or quorum courts, in the respective
counties of this state, combining
therein, their respective original jur
isdictions, and said justices shall al
so have and hold jurisdiction of all
causes out of court, that ordinarily
belong to justices of the peace.
(3.) BE IT ENACTED, That in all
cases, where appeals, writs of error
or other process are allowed, an ap
peal, writ of error or other process
may and shall lie from said Courts
•of Shelby County, to the Circuit
Court of Humphreys county, under
the same rules and restrictions as
are provided by law."
(2 Scott's Revisal, on p. 606.)
Provision is then made for the ap
pointment of five justices of the
peace to administer the law and al
so providing for an organization of
the militia of the county to be at
tached to the 5th. Brigade, etc.
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WACON, BUGGY AND PLOW MATERIALS
Wheels, Axles and Tongues, Buggy Bodies, Poles, Shafts, Tops, Celluloid
Sheets, Machine and Carriage Bolts, Clips, Etc.

IRON AND STEEL

Blacksmith's Tools and Supplies, Hisco Rubber Roofing, Standard
Automobile Material, Tires and Tubes.

HARRIS IRON & SUPPLY CO.

226-236 S. FRONT ST.

PHONES: MAIN 3900; MEMPHIS 2348

Chickasaw Machine & Foundry Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

Machinists, Founders and Engineers
Second and Winchester Sts.

Long Distance Phone 324

THE SUPERIOR FEED CO.
EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF

Horse, Dairy and Poultry Feeds
Office and Factory: Center Ave. and Frisco R. R.
Long Distance Telephone Hemlock 2742

P. O. Box 921

MEMPHIS, TENN.
80 SOUTH FRONT STREET

MEMPHIS, TENN.

"Ability Demands Recognition Always"
Your success or failure in life depends very largely on whether or
not you make yourself indispensable to your employer
Capital is ever on the lookout for men to control it—men of
action—of purpose—of KNOWLEDGE.
One mite of knowing how is better far than a mountain of uncer
tainty. Make your employer think about YOU. Educate yourself so
that you will attract his attention, that you will gain his admiration,
that your ability will be noticed. Show him that you are valuable to
him. Put YOURSELF in the way of success.
If you go into business without specialized training, you are
handicapped from the start. The man who equipped himself will be
promoted over your head.
Now is the time to get ready—to prepare. A course in this
successful school of business will fit you for a good position at the
start and will make promotion sure and rapid.

INVESTIGATE OUR SCHOOL TODAY

MACON & ANDREWS COLLEGES
The South's Greatest Schools of Business

Memphis, Tenn.

The Mossman Lumber Co. Inc.
The Florence Table

Lumber Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH-GRADE EXTENSION — LIBRARY
AND KITCHEN TABLES — Catalogue upon Request.

Branch
BEMIS BRO. BAG CO.
Manufacturers of

COTTON AND BURLAP BAGS

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS

BAND SAWN HARDWOOD LUMBER and DIMENSION STOCK
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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Bankhead Highway
(Continued from page 361)
ficient to meet the exigencies of war .
and to serve the present demands as
well as the future growth of the agri
culture and commerce of the entire
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLV
ED: First, that the Kiwanis Club of
Memphis heartily approve the bill
pending in the United States Con
gress authorizing the Federal Gov
ernment to take over the Bankhead
National Highway from Washington
City to Los Angeles, California, and
either construct or give substantial
aid in the construction of same as a
permanent military highway.
Second, that we respectfully urge
our representatives in both branches
of Congress from Tennessee to vote
for the bill and to use their utmost
endeavor to secure its passage.

Romano since May 15, 1915, caters to
members of this organization, and
that it is open daily from 9 a. in. to
6:30 p. m. ? It is open until 9 p. m.

on Saturdays and from 9 a. m. to 1
p. m. on Sundays. For quick ser
vice, you should call and make an
appointment in advance.

American Car & Foundry Co.
_

MEMPHIS

—

MEMPHIS, TENN.

910 VANCE AVE.

Heavy Hardware
Railway Supplies
Mill Supplies

MAIN 4915

Fourth, that a copy of these resolu
tions be sent to each of our repre
sentatives in the United States Senate
and House of Representatives from
Tennessee.

CLIFFORD H. POLAND

Phone 1500

Phone Main 2270

180 S' M"in S""'
MEMPHIS, TENN.
PHOTOGRAPHS MADE FOR ALL PURPOSES
Moving Pictures of Industrial Plants and Advertising Films

Established 1913

A. J. COOK & COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Did you know that the Chamber
of Commerce barber shop, which has
been under the management of A1

IRON—STEEL—TIN PLATES
AND ROOFING MATERIAL

PHOTOGRAPHER

Phones: Main 8187—2188. Mem. 2188

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BARBER SHOP

Lime, Cement, Plaster, Roofing,
440-70 DECATUR ST.

COAL, HAY, GRAIN

Phone or Send Your Package to

The National Cleaners
The Most Modern, Sanitary and Up-to-Date Cleaning, Pressing and Dyeing
Plant in the Entire South.
We Have Only EXPERT Cleaners and Pressers.
PROMPT SERVICE, With Plenty of Trucks and Courteous Drivers.
We invite your inspection and will appreciate a visit to this up-to-the-minute
establishment.
Patronize us and your cleaning troubles will be over.

Located at Vance Avenue and South Third Street
P. A. MONTEVERDE

Fell's Market

Logging and cane Cars, and Storage Tanks

Third, that we stand ready to co- ;
operate with other organized institu
tions and bodies in the campaign of
education for the building and main
taining of all our highways both lo
cal and interstate to the standards
fixed by our Federal Government.

Phones Main 1579
Memphis 759

Pidgeon-Thomas
Iron Co.

OUT OF TOWN WORK GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
RETURN PARCEL POST CHARGES PREPAID
CHARLES BABE

Creamo Brand
Cotton Seed
Feed Meal

&/>eWeis & Lesh
Mfg. Co.
Manufacturers of
OAK AND HICKORY SPOKES,

ANALYZING 20 PER CENT PROTEIN
AND 3 PER CENT FAT.

BUTCHERS' AND PACKERS MEAT
SKEWERS

BUY OF ANY DEALER OR WRITE TO

Tennessee Fibre Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

COLONIAL PORCH COLUMNS

Memphis, Tenn.

Oliver Chilled
Plow Works

PIGCLY WIGGLY
(2Mfy 0wer tfie

The economical and efficient distributor of food
products of quality and dependability.
A convenient, helpful, healthful, and money sav
ing system where efficiency, economy and cleanliness
go hand in hand.

Plow Makers for
the World

PIGGLY WIGGLY is the result of years of ex
perience, much study and careful planning.
Crop Producing Tools, Every
Size, from Garden Plows
to Tractor Plows

29 Hotel St.

The success of the Piggly Wiggly store is no miracle—
not the result of skillful or sensational advertising, nor is it
the result of an experiment—it is simply the outcome of
eliminating extravagant and unnecessary service—buying for
cash in tremendous quantities—selling for cash—no book
keeping or clerical expense—no delivery—and doing away
with high-priced salesmen and expecting of each customer
the service of serving themselves—a sensible, practical
system.

Memphis, Tenn.

Literature descriptive of PIGGLY WIGG-LY system
and its stores will be mailed free upon request if you
will address a postal to the Piggly Wiggly Home Office,
Memphis, Tenn.

OUR TWO

BIG WINNERS
"The fuller the milk pail the more you make"—and Pilot Dairy
Feed does it. Makes more and richer milk and butter. Every
sack contains our business reputation. P. & D. Hog Feed makes
fat hogs and healthy brood sows. It is a high-digestible feed con
taining the full amqunt of tankage. Approximately twice as
Fe^d Pr°tein 3nd fat 3S in C°rn" CheaPer than corn- A Real Hog

BAIRYFEED
MANUFACTURED BY

WE SHIP DIRECT TO YOU

i

FRESH GOODS

fPEASE&DWYM;

NEW SACKS
MILL PRICES

MEMPHIS,TENN.

'

LESS CAR LOTS, —— CARS AND MIXED CARS

WE OPERATE OUR
OWN ELEVATOR and
MILL
Have Our Own Hay
Warehouse

PEASE &DWYER GO.

WRITE FOR OUR
PRICE LIST
We Ship Any Quantity
You Want

